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DRIVING FORCE OF A COMPLETE 
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Machine model SH-XG1870

Working voltage AC220V/110V 50-60HZ

Bottle height 60-270mm

Bottle caps diameter 18-70mm

Working speed 20-40 bottles/minute(depending on bottle and caps)

Working pressure 0.4-0.6 MPa

Machine size 1120*580*1110mm

Conveyor length 1117mm

Size of air compressor connector OD 8mm

Package size 1160*610*1140mm

Package weight About 97.5kg

Automatic Cap Pressing 
 Machine With Cap Guide Rail
Designed for pressing cork cap bottles,this machine is with cap guiding rail which can 
help you arrange bottle caps before pressing caps.The guiding rail can be customized 
according to cap diameter.This machine is widely used in drinks and wine industries.

1. Dust cover can be customized for improving production quality.
2. Capping feeding machine can be customized for saving production labor.
3. It can work with automatic filling/labeling machine to realize automated production.

Desktop 
 Capping Machine
This machine is used for automatic capping of plastic bottles and glass bottles in cosmetics, 
food and beverage, pesticide and fertilizer, chemical industry, suitable for various shapes of 
bottle caps, high production efficiency.The desktop design saves working space,suitable for 
small scale production.

1. Capping feeding machine can be customized for saving production labor.
2. Bottle guding structure can be customized for prevent bottles falling down during 
 tranporting.
3. It can work with desktop automatic filling/labeling machine to realize automated 
 production.

Machine model SH-XG16D1

Bottle Height 30-300mm

Bottle Caps Diameter 18-70mm

Bottle Diameter 30-100mm

Working Speed 20-60 bottles/minute(depending on bottle and caps)

Working Pressure 0.4-0.6 MPa

Size Of Air Compressor Connector OD 8mm

Conveyor Length 115mm(W)*1020mm(L)

Machine Size About 680*680*1730mm

Machine Weight About 112.5kg

Package Size About 770*1650*1970mm

Package Weight About 180kg

Working Voltage AC220V/110V 50-60HZ
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Machine model SH-XG440B

Power 2KW

Production Capacity 3000-5000bottles/h(depending on bottle and cap size)

Suitable Bottle Diameter 35-120mm(Can be customized)

Suitable Bottle Height 60-200mm(Can be customized)

Machine Size About 2000*900*1600mm

Package Size About2100*1100*1800mm

Voltage 220V/110V 50-60Hz

Automatic High Speed 
 Capping Machine
This high speed capping machine can work stably and fast,the working speed is 
adjustable,and this machine is with guiding device which is adjustable according 
to bottle width.This ensures the capping speed and effect.This machine is suitable 
for food,beverage,cosmetics and pharmaceutical industries.

1. Multiple capping wheels can be customized to improve working efficiency.
2. Easy to debug and operate,suitable for new hands.
3. It can work with cap elevator to save production labor.

Aull Automatic 
 Capping Machine
This machine is used for automatic capping of plastic bottles and glass bottles in cosmetics, 
food and beverage, pesticide and fertilizer, chemical industry,Can be applied to a variety of 
bottle types, high production efficiency.

1. Dust cover can be customized for improving production quality.
2. Capping feeding machine can be customized for saving production labor.
3. Can equipped with pressing head for realize dual use.
4. Bottle guding structure can be customized for prevent bottles falling down during 
 tranporting.

Machine model SH-XG16

Bottle height 30-300mm

Cap diameter 18-70mm

Bottle diameter 20-160mm

Working speed 20-60 bottles / minute (depending on bottle and cap size and shape)

Working voltage AC220V/110V 50- 60HZ

Working pressure 0.4-0.6MPa

Dimension 1930x740x1600mm

Packing size 2000x820x1760mm

Weight 150KG
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Machine model SH-XG1870D

Working voltage AC220V/110V 50-60HZ

Bottle height 60-270mm

Bottle caps diameter customize(≤130mm)

Working speed 20-40 bottles/minute(depending on bottle and caps)

Working pressure 0.4-0.6 MPa

Size of Air Compressor Connector OD 8mm

Conveyor length 115mm(W)*1020mm(L)

Machine size 1020*580*1220mm

Machine weight 52kg

Package size 1130*600*1120mm

Package weight About 83.5kg

Machine model SH-XG440C4

Capping Heads Single Heads(4/6/8/12 heads can be customized)

Power 1.5kw

Bottle Diameter φ30mm-90mm

Bottle Mouth Diameter φ22-38mm

Bottle Height 100mm-330mm

Machine Size About 1300*986*1925mm

Capping Speed 4500pc/h

Automatic Ropp 
 Capping Machine
ZS-XG440C is the automatic capping machine which is designed to tighten pilfer proof 
cap for wine bottles,olive oil bottles, drinks bottles etc.It is suitable for φ20-32mm bottle 
caps.The automatic operation helps you save labor and reduce production error.

1.Multiple capping heads can be customized as production need.
2.Cap feeding machine is optional.
3.It can work with automatic filling/labeling machine to realize automated production.

Desktop 
 Capping Machine
This machine is designed for pressing cap on bottles like T-cork,inner plug of bottles.
The small desktop machine saves production cost and suitable for small scale production.
It is widely used in food,daily chemical,liquor industries.

1. Cap feeding machine is optional to save production process.
2. Desktop design saves working space.
3. High working efficiency,it can work automaticallyand cap 20-40 bottles/min.
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1. Multiple capping heads can be customized as production need.
2. Different sizes of bottle opening sizes can be customized. 
3. It can work with automatic filling/labeling machine to realize automated production.

Machine model SH-YG09

Bottle height 60-200mm

Bottle opening size 13/15/18/20mm(customized)

Bottle diameter ≤100mm

Caps diameter Customized

Machine size About 1345*655*1460mm

Machine weight About 151.5kg

Package size About 1460*810*1630mm

Package weight About 193kg

Machine model SH-YG11

Production Capacity About 540bottles/h

Crimping Head Customized

Suitable Bottle Height 65-200mm

Conveyor Belt Size About 2200mm*115mm(L*W)

Machine Size About 2200mm*680mm*1600mm

Machine Weight About 161kg

Voltage 220V/110V 50-60Hz

Automatic Perfume 
 Bottle Crimping Machine
This perfume capping machine is suitable for crimping perfume bottles.It can work with 
automatic filling machine to realize automated production,and change the capping mold,
it can be used for different sizes of bottles.

Automatic Perfume 
 Bottle Capping Machine
This perfume capping machine is suitable for two kinds of bottle caps,the pressing 
type and the crimping type.It can also be used to cap collar ring.It can work with 
automatic filling machine to realize automated production,and change the capping 
mold,it can be used for different sizes of bottles.

1.Suitable for crimping type and pressing type perfume bottle.
2.Each of capping heads can work separately.
3.Different sizes of capping head can be customized.
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1. Size of rotary plate can be customized according to cans' size.
2. Can work with automatic filling/labeling machine to realize automated production.

Machine model SH-XG445

Voltage 110/220V

Power 900W

Capacity 5-25 Bottle/Min(based on bottle and cap size)

Material 304 SUS

Air pressure 0.6-0.8Mpa

Suitable bottles Customize according to sample Cap feeding way:Pneumatic fetch

Capping way Servo drive screw capping

Machine size About 2900*950*2000mm

Packaging size About 3020*905*2140mm(machine),1870*1220*840mm(Vibratory bowl sorter)

Packaging weight About 600kg(machine),316kg(Vibratory bowl sorter)

Machine model SH-AFK300

Bottle diameter 35-130mm

Working speed 30-50 bottles/minute (depending on bottle and caps)

Working voltage AC220V/110V 50- -60HZ 1.9KW

Working Temperature 0-45°C

Working humidity 35%-85%

Working pressure 0.4 -0.8 MPa

Machine size 3000* 900* 1700mm

Machine weight 500KG

Bottle height 40-200mm(Can customize for other sizes)

Full Automatic 
 Cans Seaming Machine
Designed for tightening metal cans,this kind of automatic capping machine is equipped 
with upgrade electric rotation shaft, this can work for a long time and not easy to be 
broken during using.This machine is widely used in food,daily chemical industries.

Tirgger Pump Capping 
 Machine With Cap Feeder
This machine is designed for the trigger pump bottles which has long tube inside 
bottles,it can feed bottle caps automatically and tighten bottles smoothly.It is widely 
used in advanced cosmetics,daily chemical industries.

1. Equipped with cap feeding machine,it saves production labor.
2. Suitable for various kinds of caps.
3. Can work with automatic filling/labeling machine to realize automated production.
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Machine model SH-XG440D

Working voltage AC220V/110V 50-60HZ

Bottle height ≤200mm

Bottle caps diameter customize

Working speed 20-30 bottles/minute(depending on bottle and caps)

Working pressure 0.4-0.6 MPa

Conveyor size 100mm(W)*1950mm(L)

Package size About 2000*820*1800mm

Package weight About 380kg

Machine model SH-XG16F

Bottle height 30-300mm

Cap Diameter 18-70mm

Bottle Diameter 20-160mm

Working speed 20-60 bottles / minute (depending on bottle and cap size)

Working pressure 0.4-0.6MPa

Machine size About 1930*650*1800mm

Machine weight About 141kg

Package Size About 1970*360*1840mm

Gross weight About 284kg

Working voltage AC220V/110V 50- 60HZ

Automatic Bottle 
 Capping Machine
Designed for capping F-style bottles,the capping head of this machine can be customized 
according to cap height and diameter. It is widely used in food,cosmetics and daily chemical 
industries.

1. It can work with automatic filling and labeling machine to realize automated production.
2. Equipped with bottle guiding structure,it can prevent that bottles fall down during capping  
 and transporting work.

Automatic Twist 
 Off  Capping Machine
Designed for tightening twist off bottle caps,this kind of automatic capping machine 
has large torsion,it can improve capping quality.This machine is widely used in food,
daily chemical industries.

1. Size of capping head can be customized according to cap size.
2. Can work with automatic filling/labeling machine to realize automated production.
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Machine model SH-AFC8

Machine voltage AC220V/110V 50-60HZ

Bottle diameter Customize

Bottle height Customize

Working speed 20-30 bottles/min.(depending on liquid,bottle and caps)

Max power 2.5KW

Conveyor size About 2000*100mm (L*W)

Machine size About 2000*900*1420mm

Package size/weight 1100*540*600mm,83kg,2100*990*1620mm,418kg

Machine model SH-XG440E

Power 1KW

Bottle Diameter φ30mm-90mm

Bottle Cap Diameter Customized

Bottle Height 100mm-330mm

Machine Size About 3400*1040*1890mm

Packing Weight About 622kg

Package Size About 1700*1250*2220mm

Capping Speed 2000 bottles/h

Automatic Crown 
 Capping Machine
This automatic bottle capping machine is designed to tighten pilfer proof cap for wine 
bottles,olive oil bottles, drinks bottles etc.The automatic operation can help to save labor 
and reduce production error greatly.

1. Multiple capping heads can be customized as production need.
2. Cap feeding machine can be equipped with to save production labor.
3. It can work with automatic filling/labeling machine to realize automated production.

4 in 1 Automatic Perfume 
 Bottle Capping Machine
This machine simulate manual operation to feed bottle caps,improves working 
accuracy.It has function to feed caps,crimp bottle and press outer cover, and 
can work with automatic filling/labeling machine to realize automated production.

1. Can be customized for FEA15/18/20mm or other size perfume bottles.
2. Rotary plate will be customized according to bottle size.
3. Can feed bottle caps and crimp bottles automatically.


